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the road to carthage led west
KENNETH

W

GODFREY

there was no one reason for the mormon gentile difficulties in illinois in order to adequately determine each pretense
relating to the perplexities of the situation every individual
would have to be interviewed in depth regarding his motives
for acting as he did because the difficulties commenced one
hundred and twenty eight years ago and concluded seven years
later the task even if desirable is impossible however enough
newspaper accounts were written sufficient diaries and journals preserved ample letters inscribed and official documents
retained that some fairly accurate conclusions can be postucormons were unable to dwell
cormons and non mormons
lated that mormons
in peace is due to a combination of many factors which when
clearly delineated reveal that conflict was probably unavoidable and perhaps inevitable those factors which brought
about the arrest of joseph smith and his confinement in the
jail at carthage two years later culminated in the expulsion
of the saints from illinois and their migration to the great
basin thus it will become apparent that even though geographically carthage was east of nauvoo the road to carthage
cormons
at least for the mormons
Mor mons led west
illinois like other frontier states had a tradition of lawlessness and extra
legal groups banding together for a comextralegal
mon goal were not uncommon elijah P lovejoy for example
in 1838 was taken from his home and killed by a band of
men who found his opinions on slavery unacceptable 1 joseph
smith s views regarding the nauvoo charter marriage practical politics economics and religious doctrine were offensive to
many of the illinois citizenry the precedent having been established with the murder of lovejoy it was comparatively easy
to collect a mob which delighted in punishing individuals
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rumors that nauvoo was the headquarters of a den of
thieves the center of a counterfeiting ring and a city filled
with ruthless lawbreakers led to outbreaks against the saints
living in settlements surrounding the mormon stronghold it
mormons were accused of comis almost true to say that the cormons
mitting every crime that occurred in hancock county frequent ly thieves were apprehended and on at least two ocquently
cormons acting
casions these culprits confessed that they were mormons
under specific instructions from the presidency of the church
vigorous denials by mormon leaders went unheeded for the
most part and people believed that the church sanctioned
theft if part of the booty were turned over for use in promoting the alms
aims of that organization 4 in spite of instruction from
the general authorities condemning such conduct other mormon lawbreakers seem to have engaged in thievery believing
that such activities were justifiable if committed against mis
souriano
sourians
sou rians gentiles frequently retaliated increasing suffering
on both sides these eruptions resulted in mormon opposition
to such illegal gentile activities producing even greater problems
the assault on the life of ex governor boggs was used
against the saints and the fact that the assailant was never
apprehended played into the hands of those antagonistic toward the church enabling them to continually cast suspicion
upon the character of joseph smith with little fear of contradiction that the culprit was not captured also caused many
individuals to seriously question the prophet s moral character apparently a large number of people were convinced that
he had ordered the destroying angel to attack boggs in
fulfillment of an alleged public prophecy which otherwise
might not have come to pass that porter rockwell after alb H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ
III 114 the
lil
saints salt lake city deseret news press 1930 111
of latter day salnis
wasp march 29 1843
H M woodyard john W ousby and others to lilburn W boggs

july 24 1840 found in the missouri historical society library independence
missouri charles P kane the christian church of springfield illinois
journal of the illinois state historical society 1907 p 304 journal of
wilford woodruff august 18 1841
1841tT W nixon to brigham young february 14 1844 found in the unclassified letter file library of the church
historian salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as the ULF
george R gayler A social Econ
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most eight months imprisonment could not be convicted even
in a missouri court for the most part went unnoticed and law
abiding citizens morally indignant because of the prophet s
supposed disregard for life believed themselves ethically justified in actively working outside the law in an attempt to punish
7
smith
joseph
newspaper articles written by men such as thomas sharp
editor of the warsaw signal intensified public resentment
against the prophet and his people joseph smith was said to
be an unscrupulous vile deceiver of men attempts to capture
and forcefully return him to missouri caused the mormon leader to extend the jurisdiction and power of the nauvoo city
court which gave rise to the accusation that he was using this
judicial tribunal to circumvent legally constituted authority
the saints believed that being tried in the nauvoo municipal
court was the ony way he could receive a fair verdict and prevent designing men from taking his life thus an institution
mormons a symbol of american legal fairwhich was for the cormons
ness became in the eyes of many gentiles an illegal method
of frustrating justice 8
americans were for the most part decidedly opposed to
large standing armies thus many citizens in illinois viewed
with abhorrence the growing might of the nauvoo legion
each muster parade or mock battle caused speculation regarding the ultimate design of its leaders rumors accusing
joseph smith of calculating an attack on texas mexico missouri and even the united states itself were incessantly
printed in newspapers and disseminated by word of mouth
throughout the country some individuals believed the nauvoo
legion would have to be destroyed before it had grown so
strong that opposition to it would be unthinkable citizens
mormons
living in missouri were especially fearful that the cormons
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would assault their homes and cities in retribution for the losses
they had suffered in that state in 1837 and 1838 at least a few
Missour ians attempted and apparently succeeded in animating
missourians
some illinois citizens whom they united with in actively opposing the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 10
As nauvoo expanded economically cities surrounding the
mormon capital shrunk such mercantile centers as warsaw
once a thriving riv
erport town suffered in the midst of an
riverport
economic depression which was believed to be aggravated by
mormons in nauvoo the saints
the commercial activities of cormons
were accused of promoting immigration frequently resulting in
poor converts arriving in the mormon capital which tended to
lower the economic level of hancock county they were
also accused of promoting trade only with themselves and of
striving to become a self sufficient community that thought
little about their nonmember neighbors published accounts
relative to building a dam across the mississippi river increased the jealousy of other communities and caused certain
individuals to actively contend against the saints 11
because of it rapid growth both physically and economical
ly nauvoo was considered by a number of observers to be the
most prosperous community in illinois its economic success was
magnified when compared to depression wrought cities in the
remainder of the state yet many church leaders taking advantage of the new national bankruptcy law declared themallegedly
edly transferred
selves insolvent that joseph smith allea
property to friends and almost all his remaining land to the
church caused considerable negative comment and many
people seemed certain that he was deliberately attempting to
circumvent the spirit of the law and thus avoid the payment of
legally contracted debts those holding mortgages or notes
signed by church leaders were wrought up in their feelings and
demanded payment but were checked by the law the prophet
and others justified themselves by contending they had lost
land and property in ohio and missouri for which they had
Missour ians
received no remuneration and argued that if the missourians
joseph E arrington destruction of the mormon temple at nauvoo
p 415 daily national
journal of illinois state historical society 1947
Logan sport telegraph july 30 1842
intelligencer june 10 1844 logansport
gazelle june 15 1842 the wasp
wasa
davenport gazette
wafa february 6 1842 times
and seasons february 1 1841
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would pay the 300000 owed to the saints they would gladly
pay their obligations but since no one seemed ready to make
reimbursement there was little they could do but declare themselves bankrupt still many people seemed certain that somehow leaders of the church were not as honorable as they might
have been in meeting their financial obligations one report
even stated for fact that joseph smith had amassed a fortune
of just short of a million dollars with this kind of publicity
circulating it is not difficult to see why economics was at the
root of some of the saints problems in illinois 12
certain mormon doctrines not thought to be compatible
with the american religious tradition also caused conflict in
hancock county many americans were trinitarian in their
concept of god though they frequently declared in their creeds
that god the father christ the son and the holy ghost were
three persons in one substance yet they were said to be not
three gods but one god it is true that a few americans such
as thomas jefferson believed this doctrine was a numerical
impossibility still most christians were content to leave the
complexities of the three in one doctrine for the theologians to
unravel thus when joseph smith publicly preached the unusual plurality of gods doctrine and declared that god was
once a man many individuals thought his teachings blasph emous 13 this provided them with a moral justification for
phemous
opposing the mormon leader such doctrines as the gathering
scriptural authenticity of the book of mormon the hebraic
chosen origin and quality of the american indian taught soon
after the black hawk war the secret nature of the temple
ceremony and the temple itself all caused the various people
to actively oppose the saints even the prophet s own followers
found some of his teachings to be more than they could accept
hotchkiss may 13 1842 located in illinois
state historical society library charles ivins to hyrum smith august 22
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and caused thern
theen in part at least to declare he was no longer
them
a prophet of god 14
because polygamy was unannounced yet practiced credence
was added to john C bennett s claims that spiritual wifery
lifery was
practiced by the saints when others published accounts of the
existence and practice of plural marriage in nauvoo even more
suspicion was cast upon the prophet s character men repeatedly charged the mormon leader with attempting to seduce
women in nauvoo nancy rigdon martha brotherton robert
foster william law and francis higbee published affidavits
accusing joseph smith of engaging in immoral activities 135
charges and counter charges were publicly presented and
people seem to have been led to conclude that where there was
so much smoke a genuine fire must be smoldering
joseph smith was perhaps not as perceptive in the selection
of friends and subordinate leaders as he might have been at
first at least a pretended friend forceful leader and prominent
citizen john C bennett for example after his immoral activities were exposed became a dedicated enemy a vigorous antag onist and an effective inciter of public sentiment he actagonist
cused joseph smith of being immoral and contended that he
was no longer suitable to receive communication from god
with the founding of nauvoo a new group of men reWhit mers oliver cowdery and thomas B marsh
placing the whitmers
whitters
became prominent in the mormon hierarchy besides bennett
william and wilson law william marks robert foster and
others influenced the prophet and seemed to be the most
eminent figures in the mormon capital they were strong
willed active energetic individuals who after 1843 opposed
joseph and hyrum in almost everything they attempted to do
opposi
in the spring of 1844 they came out in open unreserved opposit
gainesville
painesville
painesrille
ville telegraph september 13 1841 fort madison courier
rille
Paines
people s miscellany and illinois herald july 27
1841 the peoples
november 13 18411
1842 the western atlas and saturday evening gazette february 20 1841
for information regarding plural marriage in nauvoo see andrew jenson
plural marriage the historical decoi
record4 VI may 1887 219 the warsaw
recoi
signal april 25 1844 benjamin F johnson to george S gibbs july 1 1911
copy in possession of the writer private journal of joseph L robinson copy
in possession of the writer martha hall to her mother june 16 1844 narrative of mrs franklin D richards found in bancroft library berkeley
ailen gerber colallen
california memories of harriet decker young found in alien
lection brigham young university diary of eliza R snow found in the
bancroft library berkeley california diary of mary N barzee boyce found
in the allen
ailen gerber collection brigham young university library
alien

the
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tion to the prophet s economic policies his secret marriage system his so called dictatorial powers and many of his more
radical religious doctrines several of these men lectured against
mormonism and met with mormon haters
baters attempting to advance their own designs and to oppose those of the prophet 10
organizing together with others in nauvoo until their
group had a membership of approximately two hundred 17
these excommunicated leaders held their meetings and formulated plans to take the prophet s life that he was spared was
watch who constantly
largely due to the courage of the night
nightwatch
guarded his home and person and to the loyalty displayed by
two youths who attended the meetings of this group and reported its activities to joseph smith following their excommuni
nication
many of the conspirators organized together to form
a new church actively attempting to win mormon converts
A large number of people believed the charges leveled
against the prophet by former members of the mormon hierarchy and seemed to have become convinced that the saints
were a group of unlearned licentious dupes unable to think
for themselves following blindly a religious dictator who
violated the separation of church and state religious liberty
economic freedom private property and the sacred structure
of society itself the family it is almost impossible to lay too
cormons played in
much stress on the part these former mormons
arousing people against the leaders of the church and actively
engaging in anti mormon activities themselves
numbers alone dictated that the saints would be a political
power in illinois they used this puissance to elect their friends
and vanquish their antagonists joseph smith declared that
he cared not a fig for whio
whig or democrat and served notice
ahio
mormons would disregard party labels and cast their balthat cormons
lots for candidates who would actively encourage programs
beneficial to the mormon people
the whigs by 1841 began to denounce the saints and their
leader publicly because aspirants who received the mormon
vote almost always seemed to wear the democratic label re
journal of william clayton no 28 p 18 original in the library of
the church historian salt lake city utah document of D B huntington
ULF alton telegraph and democratic review july 30 1842 dr robert
gazelle july 21 1842
foster to joseph smith july 16 1842 ULF davenport gazette
gummings
Cumin ings conspiracy in nauvoo contributor diary of james
horace cummings
flanagan august 1 1843 original located in the library of the church
iowa
lowa
historian iama
loua standard october 19 1843
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peatedly
heatedly
peat edly whig newspapers denounced this attachment the
saints seemed to have for democratic candidates and accused
mormon leaders of involving themselves in unholy alliances
with that party finally whig leaders met with anti mormon
and others who disliked the saints political power
democrats an
and within a few days the birth of the anti mormon party became a reality politics thereafter were largely conducted on the
basis of a candidate s being for or against the saints leaders
of the church attempted to minimize the growing number of
mormon voters and even made serious efforts to camouflage
the baptism of two county commissioners when anti mormon
candidates for the most part defeated their pro mormon opponents in 1841 some observers believed mormon political
power had been greatly exaggerated yet immigration by
august of 1842 augmented the mormon population in hancock
county so that by voting solidly for the same candidates the
saints were able to dominate the politics of that region after
governor
the death of snyder the democratic candidate for governor
ao
aovernor
vernor the
whigs charged that judge thomas ford was not only the democratic nominee for the state s highest office but the mormon
candidate as well the democrats retaliated by declaring that
the whig standard bearer joseph duncan had sought for and
failed to receive mormon support and this was the reason for
the whig outcry of supposed righteous indignation duncan
had obtained the services of joseph smith as his nauvoo real
estate agent in an attempt to garner the mormon vote causing democratic leaders to accuse him of using unethical campaign practices the disclosures of john C bennett probably
caused duncan to deliver a series of mildly anti mormon discourses toward the end of the campaign which probably cost
him the support of many saints however judge
jude ford would
have won the election without a single vote from a latter day
mormons in hancock
saint still disgruntled whigs and anti cormons
county seemed to have believed that the saints were the source
of all the political ills that could be imagined following the
1842 election the anti mormon party was formally revived
after suffering what was thought to be an untimely death
subsequent to its success in the 1841 election this party
proved ultimately to be one of the most decisive forces in
causing the death of the mormon prophet and the migration
of large numbers of his followers to the great basin
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when church leaders learned through a series of letters
that the leading candidates for the presidency in 1844 would
not seriously consider nor actively strive to achieve financial
compensation for the saints in payment for personal deprivations accrued while living in missouri joseph smith was sought
out and nominated for the office of president of the united
states in collaboration with W W phelps and john M bernhisel he wrote a platform frequently referred to by cormons
mormons
as being one of the most statesman
like documents constructed
statesmanlike
since the farewell address of geor
george
non mor
9 e washington
0
mons were not as complimentary and the prophet s views on
the powers and policy of the government of the united states
was called by one newspaper reporter A conglomeration of
hope mingled with fear that would agitate the whole nation
and cause the earth to quake and the sea to heave beyond its
bounds yet a careful examination of joseph smith s political
thoughts reveals that it is difficult to demonstrate effectively
that he was a uniquely different political theorist for the most
part his concept of government was not a conglomeration of
hope mingled with fear nor was it incomprehensible on
the contrary it represented the main current of early nine
steenth
teenth century american political thou
thought
aht however his platform energetic campaign and seeming earnestness in doing
all he could to acquire the nation s highest office aroused the
public against him meetings were convened arguments presented conclusions reached and individuals selected to prevent
the prophet from ever taking the oath of office should he by
some miracle be elected it is highly probable that in spite of
the deterniined
determined efforts of ordained political campaigners the
mormon leader would not have received a single electoral
mormons were aware of this is indicated by the
vote that cormons
careful examination of documents and instructions given to
lucian woodworth incorrectly referred to by dr robert
bruce flanders as being a non mormon wherein he was to
negotiate a treaty with texas and mexico for land between the
mormons could establish an indepentwo countries so that the cormons
dent nation of their own 18 plans were also underway should
fall
fail for a general migration to the west
woodworth fali
antagonism toward the mormon prophet was further inin
cited when it was correctly rumored that he had been or
george miller to the Noril
norilgern
gern islander june 27 1855
thein
Nor
northern
northein
not shein
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king over the immediate house of israel by the
council of fifty 19 this action was wrongly interpreted by
cormons to mean that he was going to attempt to overnon mormons
throw the united states government by force in reality the
dammed
damned
darned

prophet was establishing a political organization that would
remain in effect in a state of limbo until commanded by christ
to function as an aid in us
herin in the millennial reign of the
usherin
asherin
ushering
king of kings still newspapers and tracts repeatedly charged
that the prophet conducted himself like a dictator and that his
actions were not only treasonable but a violation of the constitutional principle that church and state should be disassoc
lated thus his kingly ordination only incensed the populace
and his untimely death became even more inevitable
the prophet s mayoral order with the consent of the city
council to destroy the nauvoo expositor became the immediate excuse to stamp out his life that he was opposed to
freedom of the press was the moral justification for legal
action against him and his brother even though the council s
decision had precedence in united states and english legal
history as has been so effectively demonstrated by dallin oaks
in terms of the historical situation in which it was rendered
the order to destroy this anti mormon newspaper was certainly
a mistake thomas ford ordered the mormon leader to appear
in carthage for trial and gave personal assurance that he would
be safe but following his arrival in what was probably the predominant anti mormon city in the state the governor found
himself powerless to placate the mob that had gathered in the
guise of the state militia ford traveled to nauvoo and before
his return to the county seat the deed was done and the mormon prophet was a memory that would grow and increase in
significance with the passage of time
apparently the prophet joseph was convinced that belonging to the masonic order might protect him from an experience
similar to the one he had endured with his followers in missouri yet an overenthusiasm for the masons caused members
of that organization to engage behind the scenes in bringing
about the death of the mormon brothers it is at least probable
that joseph smith s last words thought by some to be the first
diary of george A smith may 9 1844 copy in the library of the
church historian document dated february 6 1844 ULF george davies
an authentic account of the murder of joseph smith st louis ap 1844
the expositor june 7 1844
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part of the masonic distress signal were ignored by masons
in the mob that took his life because he had broken his
masonic vows at the time of his death the prophet was
charged with initiating women into the masonic order with
attempting to seduce master masons wives and daughters and
finally with imitating masonic ritual in his own temple endow
dowment
ment that he was innocent of most of these charges did
little to stem the tide against him joseph smith had not initiated women into the masonic order though he had given
many mormon women their endowments as part of the mormon
temple ceremony the alleged seduction of master masons
wives and daughters stemmed from the practice of plural marriage however in each case a marriage ceremony was performed thus rendering the mason charges groundless that
part of the temple endowment which was similar to masonic
rights was defended by joseph smith stating that a part of
masonic ritual was a corrupt or apostate form of the endowment his cry oh lord my god seems to have aroused
no sympathy and shortly after uttering this portion of the
21
masonic distress signal he fell to the ground a dead man 20
cormons and gentiles were
perhaps in retrospect both mormons
partly to blame for conflict which developed between them
cormons were sometimes boastful of their political and
the mormons
economic power they frequently declared they were the chosen
people of god and tended to trade in a commercial way only
with themselves to promulgate a large army and to engage in
a marriage system thought to be adulterous by the gentiles on
mormons for almost
the other side the gentiles blamed the cormons
every crime committed in hancock county said joseph smith
was a dictator and believed themselves justified in opposing
him without really waiting to determine the truth or falsity of
the numerous accusations against him
mormons
Mor mons
because they believed the rumors regarding the cormons
the gentiles organized into anti mormon groups passed resomasonry A ulah
mormonjsm
goodwin movnonm
ufah
urah
utah point of view
mormonism and alasonr
ulsh
H goodwill
vieu salt
vien
lake city grand lodge F & A M 1925 diary of oliver B huntington
treasure of
typed copy in library of the church historian jack adamson
orson
unpublished paper in possession of the writer
the widow s son
allt
cit
dball git
salt lake city stevens & wallis inc
F whitney life
knnball
lije
kinball
lrae of heber C KI
sitt
silt
highlights of illinois masonry
12 robert glenn cole
1945
pp
ap 11
1112
ap 190
kable printing co 1956 pp
191 handwritten
190191
masonic gleanings
copy of the proceedings of a meeting held in 1842 in jacksonville illinois by
henry sherwood dated 1844 ULF
s

llt
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ions petitioned the governor and finally concluded to drive
lutions
lut
lations
cormons
Mor mons still mourning the
the saints from the state the mormons
loss of their prophet having almost completed the temple as a
monument to their slain leader met with gentile leaders and
agreed to leave illinois without further bloodshed warrants
pending for the arrest of brigham young and other leaders on
charges of counterfeiting were among the reasons for the early
departure of the saints from the city of joseph in february
rather than in the spring as originally proposed
A religious people that had entered illinois in 1839 homeless destitute and sorrowing for loved ones left buried on the
northern missouri plains were once again in 1846 homeless
without sufficient food and grieving because of two silent
graves containing the bodies of their founder prophet and his
patriarch brother little did they realize the number of graves
that would dot the trail from iowa to the great basin and the
conflict they would experience before peace was attained and
their children became a respected part of american religious
life in the twentieth century
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